Shaadi Bachat
Terms & Conditions:
Doorstep Service:
1. There is no fees of doorstep service If Order is placed and order value is greater than
Rs. 10,000. Rs. 300 will be charged fort next visit.
2. Customer needs to pay Rs. 300 as convenience fees for doorstep service if order
value is less than Rs. 10,000.
3. Customer needs to pay Rs. 300 in case of Zone A and Rs. 500 in case of Zone B as
convenience fees for doorstep service if customer does not place any order. Zone A
refers to West Delhi, Central Delhi, North Delhi, South Delhi. Zone B refers to East
Delhi, Gurgaon, Noida.
4. Convenience fees is applicable to each visit.
5. Executive will bring about 30 best samples according to your range in case of
wedding cards and around 5 samples in case of box-invites.

Payment:
6. Strictly Fixed Price Shop. Discount valid only and only if quantity is greater than 500
cards.
7. Payment can be done by cash or by cheque in favour of “SHAADI BACHAT”
8. Printing will start only after receiving the advance of minimum 70%.

Pricing:
9. Price listed on wedding card is inclusive of printing (3 impressions), pasting and
packing. Cellophane charges are 1 Rs. per card extra for cards less than 30 Rs.
10. Standard number of leaflets provided with each Card is two. In case, you wish to
order more, it would be chargeable depending upon the card.
11. 3 impressions refers to 1 envelope and 2 inserts. Extra charges for extra printing.
12. Map charges are extra for cards below than Rs. 50. We have not included the price
of map in the card as every client doesn’t go for map printing. So we don’t want to
charge extra to those who does not need map.
13. Price listed on wedding card is as per minimum quantity which is 100 for noncustomized cards and 200 for customized cards. There will be extra charges if
desired quantity is less than minimum quantity.

Home Delivery:
14. Home Delivery is applicable only if 100% payment has been given in advance.
15. Free Home Delivery is applicable only if order amount is greater than 20,000 Rs.,
otherwise 300 Rs. will be charged extra for shipping.
16. If home delivery is not applicable, customer can pick cards directly from showroom.
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Shaadi Bachat
Content:
17. Content can be finalized over mail. We won’t start printing without the approval of
customer.
18. Once the contents are finalized, signed off and sent in for printing we will not be
able to accommodate any further modifications.
19. After approval, we shall not be liable for any mistake in the content.

General:
20. There can be wastage while printing and processing of the cards. Generally the
wastage falls between 3-5%, so the total quantity which is delivered may have few
lesser pieces.
21. Paper tends to vary both in GSM and colour. A variation of ±10% is an acceptable
norm worldwide. Cards can not be returned in case of such variations.
22. No order cancellation request would be entertained if process (purchasing
/manufacturing/ printing) has been started.
23. In season time, stock doesn’t last for so long. So in exceptional cases, card selected
by the customer may not be available. In that case customer can choose the
different card or wait for it to get it available. Customer can also ask for the refund in
such scenarios.
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